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When a olletive outome triggers a rare individual event: a modeof metastati proess in a ell populationAbstratA model of early metastati proess is based on the experimentally assessed role ofa protein, PAI-1, whih at high enough extraellular onentration promotes the transi-tion of aner ells to a physiologial and morphologial state prone to migration. Thistransition is desribed at the single ell level as a bi-stable swith generially assoiatedwith a subritial bifuration. In a multilevel reation-di�usion senario, the miroen-vironment of the tumor is modi�ed by the proliferating ell population so as to pushthe onentration of PAI-1 above the bifuration threshold. The formulation in termsof partial di�erential equations fails to apture spatio-temporal heterogeneity. Cellular-automata and agent-based simulations of ell populations support the hypothesis thata randomly loalized aumulation of PAI-1 an arise and trigger the esape of a fewisolated ells. Away from the primary tumor, these ells experiene a reverse transitionbak to a proliferative state and ould generate a seondary tumor. The proposed roleof PAI-1 in ontrolling this metastati yle would partly explain its well-doumentedrole in aner progression.Running title: Multilevel metastati esape modelKeywords: ell population, metastasti esape, multilevel modeling, reation-di�usion,agent-based simulation, multi-stability.Abbreviation. PAI-1: Plasminogen-Ativator-Inhibitor-1 (a protein, either intra-ellular(subsript i), soluble in the extraellular spae (subsript s), or matrix-bound (subsript
m)).1 IntrodutionDue to lethal onsequenes of metastati spreading of aner, understanding and ontrollingthe proesses underlying the formation of metastases is a major hallenge, remaining largelyopen. Several modes of metastati spreading (letting aside surgial dissemination) wereidenti�ed: (i) transport in lymphati irulation, (ii) transport in blood irulation, and (iii)a mode involving a spei� migration mehanism, the amoeboid migration (Friedl, 2004).The present paper fouses on this latter mode. Taking plae at the ell sale, it appears lesspervasive than the �rst two ones, where irulation-failitated transport spans the wholeorganism. However it is less dependent on the anatomial features of the loation of thetumor and is a andidate for the early events of the metastati spreading, before metastatiells reah the lymphati or the blood irulation. It might well be an essential preliminarystep ommon to all metastati proesses.A di�ulty omes from the fat that early events involved in the esape of a aner ellfrom the primary tumor are rare events, too rare to be easily observed or experimented in2



varying onditions. Only a small fration of tumor ells provides the seeds for seondarytumors. Aordingly, experimental protools are restrited to indiret investigations, mainlygeneti and biohemial analyses of metastati ells ompared to those of the primary tumor(Witz, 2008), or statistial traking of the number, loation, and geneti lineage of seondarytumors (Albini, 2008). An inreasing number of experiments fous on the biohemial anal-ysis of the surrounding miroenvironment (Taylor et al., 2008), the morphologial signatureof potentially metastati ells (Vinan et al., 2007) and the reprodution in vitro of theepithelial-mesenhymatous transition and the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition whiha�et the morphology and the proliferative and migratory apaities (amoeboid migration)of ells of epithelial origin (Malo et al., 2006). These omplementary experiments haveshown that the metastati proess involves jointly geneti determinants (aumulation ofspei� mutations (Gerstung and Beerenwinkel in this issue)), biohemial fators (trig-gering new pathways or swithing existing ones, leading to modi�ations in the ell stateand metabolism), and requirements about the state and geometry of the miroenvironment�that is, the extraellular spae and matrix� of the tumor ells. However there is no inte-grated understanding of this proess so far. The di�ulty omes from the di�erent natures,loations, and time sales of the potential ausal fators, and is strenghtened by the rarity ofmetastati events. Modeling is then essential to artiulate the di�erent partial and indiretexperimental results, and to validate their interpretation in an integrated senario, bridgingmoleular, ellular, extraellular, and ell population levels.From biologial fats about the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition and amoeboid mi-gration, we wish to explain how permissive onditions for the mestastati esape of a fewaner ells might be olletively indued at the ell population level. Our laim is thatproliferation-indued modi�ations of the tumor miroenvironment ould produe a feed-bak loalized in a few privileged individual ells, seleted by a omplex onjuntion ofstohasti and history-dependent moleular events. Our working hypothesis, supported byexperimental results (Malo et al., 2006), is the entral role of the protein, PAI-1, synthe-sized at high rate by the aner ells and released in their immediate environment. Weshall desribe how this moleule ould mediate an interplay between intra-ellular, extra-ellular, and ell population features, swithing a few ells into a state prone to esape andmigration, then swithing them bak into a proliferative state at a distane of the primarytumor (this is the proess of metastasis). This senario is rooted in a generi desription ofthe single ell state in bifuration theory, supported by in vitro experiments. Its spatiallyextended formulation at the ell population level is ahieved in a reation-di�usion model,implemented either in the standard framework of partial di�erential equations or in the oneof ellular automata and agent-based simulations. The preditions of our study motivatedand guided new experiments proving the existene of the reverse hange from the amoeboidto the mesenhymatous state and baking up the dynami nature of this transition. Finally,we resort to atastrophe theory to suggest a possible path towards the aner stage whereamoeboid state and migration an be observed.2 Biologial SettingConsidering epithelial ells, a �rst transition towards a anerous state is observed, origi-nating in aumulating mtuations and leading to the so-alled mesenhymatous state (see3



Figure 1: Epithelial aner ells (olon aner). (left) Mesenhymatous state responsible forthe destabilization of epithelium and prone to proliferation. (right) Amoeboid state hara-terized by a blebbing morphology and by modi�ed adhesion leading to a speial migratoryability. The mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition (as experiened by the rightmost ell inthe left hand side piture) is likely to play a key role in early metastati esape.Figure 1left). In this state, ell-ell juntions are no longer established and the epitheliumis destabilized. This state has moreover a strong proliferative apaity, hene the transitionto this mesenhymatous state is generally assoiated with the appearane of a well-de�nedtumor (Thiery, 2002). In invasive epithelial tumors, it is the default state of the ells (Gavertand Ben-Ze'ev, 2008) and it will be the default state of the ell population in our model.A seond transition may our towards the so-alled amoeboid state (see Figure 1right)identi�ed by a spei� and persistent �blebbing� morphology (round shape with dynamiatin rings visible at the ell periphery). This mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition is as-soiated with a hange in adhesion properties (more preisely, adhesion beomes integrin-independent, the atin ytoskeleton reorganizes and a modi�ation of one of its regulatorypathways, RhoA-pathway, ours: it now involves an auxiliary protein, ROCK, while thereis no longer proteolysis of the extraellular matrix (Friedl, 2004; MCarthy, 2009). Due toits peuliar features, a blebbing ell an move fast and progress by exploiting intersties ofthe substrate with no need of matrix proteolysis. Aordingly, amoeboid migration is a verye�ient mode of migration in a tissue, enountered in normal onditions during some devel-opmental stages (Thiery, 2002); in a pathologial ontext, it was suggested as a privilegedmode of metastati migration (Friedl and Wolf, 2003; Berx et al., 2007).In the mesenhymatous state, migration is quite ine�ient while proliferation is veryative. Proliferation is mostly ontrolled by ell density for obvious steri reasons. In theamoeboid state, ell migration is very e�ient. Roughly, proliferation ours at high rate inthe mesenhymatous state whereas migration ours more e�iently in the amoeboid state, inagreement with the urrent wisdom that proliferation and migration are mutually exlusiveproesses in a given ell. 4



Figure 2: In vitro observation of the e�et of the onentration of substrate-bound PAI-1 onell morphology and the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition. The proportion of blebbingMDA-MB-231 breast aner ells is measured at �xed PAI-1 onentration (values 5, 10, 20,40 µg/m2); ∗ p < 0, 05 ; ∗ ∗ p < 0, 01 ; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0, 001.Reent observations in vivo hint at a key player in amoeboid migration, metastases, andmore generally aner progression: the plasminogen-ativator-inhibitor protein of type 1,heneforth termed by its aronym PAI-1. It is an ubiquitous speies involved in severalpathways and funtions, among whih some aspets are relevant for metastati proess. Itis found in the surroundings of the most invasive tumors (Pedersen, 2005; Wilkins-Portand Higgins, 2007; Wilkins-Port et al., 2007) and onsidered as a marker of bad prognosis(Jänike e al., 2001; Look et al., 2002; Castello et al., 2007; Biermann et al., 2008). PAI-1 isenountered under several forms: the newly synthesized moleule in the ell (internal PAI-1), as a soluble form in the extraellular medium (soluble PAI-1). This latter form an eitherdi�use in the extraellular medium, or bind to the extraellular matrix (matrix-bound PAI-1), or be trapped on the ell surfae and deativated, or be internalized and degraded withno further known onsequene on the state of the ell. On the ontrary, internalization ofmatrix-bound PAI-1 ours through the formation of a tripartite omplex with a membranereeptor, uPAR, and a moleule, uPA. Its role in modifying the ell physiology (spei�ally,in modifying the ativity of RhoA pathway) is aknowledged (Chazaud et al., 2000). Strik-ingly, when aner ells are plaed on arti�ial substrates with high onentration cm > c∗mof matrix-bound PAI-1, they experiene the above-mentioned mesenhymatous-amoeboidtransition (Malo et al., 2006). In this respet, matrix-bound PAI-1 an promote aner ellmigration, at least in vitro (Friedl and Wolf, 2003). Moreover, these experimental results,presented on Figure 2, indiate that the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition is not due tosome mutations but is rather a dynami transition between two di�erent states of the ell,ontrolled by its environment.Caner ells synthesize more PAI-1 than normal ells do; PAI-1 moleules are then se-5



reted in the extraellular medium and an bind to the extraellular matrix at tumor bound-ary regions, where the matrix is not fully oupied by ells. Hene, onentration of thematrix-bound PAI-1 in the border region of the tumor is expeted to be higher than aroundnormal ells. This was observed experimentally (Look et al., 2002; Chazaud et al., 2002).Caner ells also produe more uPA and have an inreased number of uPA membrane reep-tors uPAR, diretly involved in the internalization of matrix-bound PAI-1. The net resultis an inreased internalization �ux Ji in aner ells, hene an ampli�ation of the ensuingell metaboli and morphologial hanges ompared to normal ells.From these experimental fats, we shall start from the fat that given aner ell, withregards to its metastati potentialities, an be in two di�erent states, the mesenhyma-tous and the amoeboid one. We adopt the leading pattern aording to whih the abruptmesenhymatous-amoeboid transition of a ell is ontrolled by its internalization �ux ofmatrix-bound PAI-1. The oupled dynamis of several ells and extraellular medium havethen to be onsidered. Indeed, proliferation in mesenhymatous state turns a single ellinto an aggregate olletively ontributing to the onentration of matrix-bound PAI-1. Weshall therefore embed the dynamis of a single ell in a spatially extended population model,fousing on the spatio-temporal varying internalization �ux of the matrix-bound PAI-1,onsidered as a marker of the metastati potentialities of the ells.3 Model3.1 ChallengesLet us �rst avoid a possible misunderstanding: what we term a model is a way to hekthe onsisteny of several experimental fats and partial mehanisms (possibly ouringat di�erent levels), to put forward ontrol parameters, thresholds, swith behaviors andquantitative hints on the major determinants of the fate of the system. It should allow usto derive testable onsequenes of the hypotheses and suggest novel protools. A model isa neessary intermediary step between qualitative understanding and further experimentalevidene and an be seen as a way of hypothesis testing. .The guideline of our investigations is the multilevel and intriate mehanisms by whihPAI-1 ould play a role in the fate of aner ells and in the metastati proess. As shownin Setion 2, these mehanisms have funtional onsequenes at four di�erent levels:
• at the moleular (intra-ellular) level: internalization of matrix-bound PAI-1. Theinternalization of soluble PAI-1 has no intra-ellular onsequenes and amounts to amere degradation;
• at the ellular level: mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition. The experimental fatthat the onentration cm of matrix-bound PAI-1 is a major determinant of themesenhymatous-amoeboid transition (Figure 2) will be formulated in the frameworkof bifuration theory at the single ell level, with a ontrol parameter related to cm. Themoleular analysis of intra-ellular pathways and morphologial transformations showsthat a more straightforward determinant of the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transitionis the internalization �ux Ji of the ell. Our hypothesis is that intra-ellular dynamis6



determining the overall ell state shows a bifuration revealed by a swith betweentwo markedly di�erent mesenhymatous and amoeboid states, at some threshold value
Ji = J∗

i .
• at the ell population level: the mutualized seretion of PAI-1, feeding extraellularPAI-1 speies. Cell growth and division are onsidered at this level;
• at the miroenvironment level: soluble PAI-1 di�usion in the extraellular medium andbinding on the ell-free matrix, thus turning into matrix-bound PAI-1.The point is to explain how the interplay between the various forms of PAI-1 and the vari-ous levels at whih they are produed, ontrolled, or used, an trigger the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition and more generally an explain the metastati proess. Complementarymodeling approahes are essentially needed to apture the multilevel determinants and meh-anisms at work. In order to bring out a robust explanatory senario, we devise the mostparsimonious model. Suh models often need olletive variables and e�etive parameters,aounting in a bottom-up and already integrated way of a wealth of elementary mehanisms(here, the use of average densities and pseudo-�rst order kinetis, see below). In omplexsystems, they also involve e�etive inputs or boundary onditions, aounting in a top-downway of the in�uene of the system emergent features or strutures and surroundings on ele-mentary parts and mehanisms (Lesne, 2008b). The main quality of a parsimonious modelis the robustness of its preditions with respet to small hanges in the mirosopi ingre-dients, beause they will only slightly a�et the value of the e�etive parameters withoutmodifying the general form of the model (Lesne, 2008a). For instane, a bifuration (herethe mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition) will still be observed with possibly only a shift ofthe bifuration loation. The onfrontation with experimental observations would validatethe leading priniples and senario. It is then another part of the work, involving in generaldi�erent data and omputational tools, to substantiate the minimal model with underlyingmehanisms and expliit ingredients in order to derive the exat numerial values of thee�etive parameters, interations and reations. The use of a minimal model is here all themore essential that no experimental aess to the values of e.g. kineti parameters is todaypossible, nor a diret experimental investigation of the metastati proess.3.2 Reation-Di�usion ModelWe �rst onsider a desription (termed mean-�eld-like desription in statistial physis forinterating many-body systems) in whih soluble PAI-1, internal PAI-1, and matrix-boundPAI-1 speies are desribed by means of smooth deterministi onentrations. The ell pop-ulation is desribed by a smooth deterministi ell density. The experimental observationsare formalized in terms of hemial kinetis, di�usion, and growth, but the disrete natureof ells and moleules, and the stohastiity of the elementary proesses are no part of themean-�eld desription. The set of essential variables inludes the onentrations cm(~r, t) ofmatrix-bound PAI-1, cs(~r, t) of soluble PAI-1, and ci(~r, t) of internal PAI-1 at time t andloation ~r, and a smooth variable σ(~r, t) aounting for the presene of ells at the on-sidered position ~r. Aording to the standard ontinuous-medium approximation (Landauand Lifshitz, 1959), the element d~r has to be large enough to ontain a large number ofmoleules, so that onentrations are smooth and deterministi, but not too large so as to7



remain in�nitesimal at the sale of the system. The evolution of the onentrations is thenruled by hemial kineti equations (mass ation law) and di�usion equation (Fik law). In asimilar spirit, the variable σ is an homogenized version of the Boolean funtion σ0(~r, t) with
σ0(~r, t) = 1 if a ell is present in ~r at time t and 0 otherwise. There is need neither to ountells nor to are muh for the boundaries of the ell population in a disrete setting, and theresulting ell density σ(~r, t) is a ontinuous �eld with 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1. In partiular, ell growthand ell division an be treated similarly, both produing a spreading of the support and aloal inrease of the �eld σ(~r, t). This desription is mean-�eld-like insofar as orrelationsbetween the �utuating numbers of moleules and ells at various loations and times arenegleted and only their loal averages are onsidered (Lesne, 2007). The overall dynamisis desribed in a spatially extended kineti model, as illustrated on Figure 3, aounting for:

• ell division and growth, ontinuously enlarging the region oupied by ells (the regionwhere σ > 0). This expansion of the ell population is measured by a rate kg and aunimodal kernel Γ(.) of �nite range: ell growth and division indue a ontinuousspreading of the ontinuous regions with short-range inrements weighted with Γ. Asmentioned, there is no need to onsider separate ontributions for growth and division.This kernel is isotropi (Γ(~r) depends only on r), time-independent, normalized bysetting its integral over the whole spae equal to 1. Its width orresponds typially tothe ell radius;
• a soure term desribing the synthesis of PAI-1 inside the ell. It desribes the netresult of the protein synthesis following gene expression, its degradation right after for-mation, and possibly a negative self-regulatory e�et on the expression of PAI-1 gene;this is aounted for by an e�etive term f(ci) suh that f(0) > 0 and monotonouslydereasing to 0 as the onentration ci of internal PAI-1 inreases. Presribing a moredetailed form for f is not possible given the limited biologial knowledge and it wouldgive an illusory preision; we thus limit ourselves to well-assessed general features of

f , that will appear to be su�ient for deriving qualitative and robust onlusions.
• the release of soluble PAI-1 when ells are present, feeding on their ontent in internalPAI-1. It is desribed by a pseudo-�rst-order kinetis, aounting only for the speies ofinterest and the simple proportionality of the sereted amount with respet to ci. Thein�uene of possible additional fators and speies other than PAI-1 (whose expliitdesription would obsure the dominant senario that we want to explore) is impliitlytaken into aount in the e�etive rate ks:
• soluble PAI-1 then di�uses with a di�usion oe�ient D. The fat that it di�usesonly in the extraellular medium is aounted for by using a spae-dependent di�usionoe�ient (1 − σ(~r, t))D whih vanishes at maximal ell density σ = 1;
• the �xation of soluble PAI-1 on the matrix when no ell is present, produing matrix-bound PAI-1 with a rate (1−σ(~r, t))km whih vanishes at maximal ell density σ = 1;
• the deativation of soluble PAI-1 or its internalization; this proess is muh di�erentfrom the internalization of matrix-bound PAI-1 with regards to ell physiology: it hasno signaling role and does not trigger any pathway, having �nally no onsequene on theoverall state of the ell; hene it should not be taken into aount in the internalization8
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Figure 3: Fluxes and transformations of the three PAI-1 forms onsidered in the model,introduing the notations ks, km and ki for the kineti rates used throughout the paper.�ux Ji introdued as a ontrol parameter of the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition.Both deativation and internalization merely amount to a degradation of soluble PAI-1and are jointly aounted for by a �rst order kineti −σkdcs. They orrespond to theonly possible fate for soluble PAI-1 at maximal ell density, when σ = 1 and di�usionor matrix-binding are no longer a possible option.

• the internalization of matrix-bound PAI-1 with a rate ki when a ell is present. Thisproess generates the internalization �ux Ji per ell, related aording to an e�etivesingle-order kinetis Ji = kicm. As in �rst-order kineti terms introdued above, therate ki is an e�etive parameter possibly depending on fators not expliitly desribedin this basi model; only matters here the proportionality between the onentration
cm and the �ux J . This �ux triggers mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition whenit exeeds a threshold J∗

i . Internalized PAI-1 moleules are degraded after havingin�uened internal pathways ontrolling the transition of the ell state.
9



In terms of regular deterministi �elds, these di�erent proesses, individually well-establishedexperimentally, together lead to the system:










































∂σ/∂t = kg H(1 − σ)

∫

R3

σ(~r′)Γ(~r′ − ~r)d~r′ (1)
∂ci/∂t = σf(ci) − ksσci (2)
∂cs/∂t = (1 − σ)D∆cs + ksσci − km(1 − σ)cs − kdσcs (3)
∂cm/∂t = km(1 − σ)cs − kiσcm (4)

Ji = kicm for σ > 0 (5)where H(.) is the Heaviside step funtion suh that H(z) = 1 if z > 0, and H(z) = 0otherwise. Due to intra-ellular synthesis and degradation of PAI-1, there is no onservationof the total amount of PAI-1 in the system and Eq. (2) to (4) desribe more than a mereinterhange between three di�erent forms of the same moleular speies.Here arise a major problem for modeling: the di�ulty, if not total impossibility ofgetting any insight about the atual values of the kineti rates; this would require single-ellmeasurements out of reah with the sensitivity of the tehnologies of today. For this reason,we adopt a semi-quantitative viewpoint aiming at providing robust proof-of-priniples of thedominant mehanisms, despite this lak of quantitative biologial data.Qualitative insights about the dynami behavior aptured by the above oupled partialdi�erential equations an be gained from a mere inspetion of their form and terms. Eq.(2)and features of the funtion ci → f(ci) show that ∂ci/∂t is stritly positive for ci lose to0 and dereases monotonously as ci inreases, reahing negative values ∂ci/∂t < 0 for cilarge enough; hene we expet to observe a stationary value c̄i where ells are persistentlypresent (σ > 0). This c̄i is determined as the unique solution of f(c̄i) = ksc̄i. In Eq. (3), thedegradation term ensures that cs remains bounded. In regions where σ < 1, the di�usionterm desribes how the soluble PAI-1 produed by the tumor ells di�uses in the extrael-lular spae toward the tumor boundary and beyond, in the outer shell, where it binds theextraellular matrix and inreases the onentration of matrix-bound PAI-1, while cs tendsto 0 far away from the tumor in the regions not reahed yet by the di�usion. Eq. (4) showsthat ∂cm/∂t < 0 in regions where ells are dense (σ lose to 1) while ∂cm/∂t > 0 at thetumor outer boundary, that is, in a region almost devoid of ells (σ lose to 0) but not toofar from the ells produing PAI-1, so that cs > 0. We expet that cm = 0 in the tumorbulk while reahing its maximum value in the tumor outer shell, before dereasing to 0 faraway from the tumor: matrix-bound PAI-1 is mainly loated in the tumor boundary regionswhere both σ and 1 − σ are non zero. An obvious steri argument (ore tumor ells anneither esape nor even move) reinfores the laim that only tumor boundary regions areinvolved in the metastati esape proess.
Ji given by Eq. (5) is de�ned as an internalization �ux per ell. As the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition ours at the ell level, its relevant ontrol parameter should orrespondto a ell as a whole, notwithstanding its spatial extent. The biologial relevant question is todetermine whether this �ux Ji ould overwhelm the transition threshold in some ells, thatis, Ji > J∗

i with J∗

i = kic
∗

m. Suh an ourrene requires the onjuntion of soluble PAI-1prodution by tumor ells, di�usion of soluble PAI-1 in the vaant extraellular spae, bind-ing of a large amount of soluble PAI-1 at a given empty loation of the extraellular matrix,10



and growth or division of a ell to over this loation, internalize the underlying matrix-bound PAI-1 and experiene the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition. This sequene ofevents should follow a oordinated time ordering, namely soluble PAI-1 binds the matrixand cm reahes a high level before a ell invades the orresponding loation. This heuristianalysis shows the importane of the preise spatio-temporal geometry of the tumor, thehistory of its growth and the relative timing of the various events ourring at its boundary.Aordingly, onsisteny and relevane of the approximations leading to Eq. (1-5) must bereevaluated. Suh a feedbak of the preditions of the model onto its very design providesinternal quality assessment (another assessment of quality relies on experimental data).In this deterministi setting, the most rigorous way of aounting for the onstraintthat soluble PAI-1 di�uses only in the extraellular medium would be to impose boundaryonditions on the bare di�usion equation (that is, involving a bare di�usion term D∆cs)delineating the spae available for di�usion. However, ell division is a random event at theellular level of desription so that the preise tumor boundary geometry is itself randomand highly irregular. A preise aount of the boundary onditions would require a fulldesription of the random growth of the tumor and history of the ell population, henethe extension to a stohasti setting. On the ontrary, Eq. (1-5) provide an homogeneousdesription whih involve an average version σ of the atual Boolean funtion indiatingpreisely where ells are present, and aounts for the geometrial onstraints through ane�etive di�usion oe�ient (1−σ)D. A �aw of this average desription is to ignore inhomo-geneities whereas they are likely to play a entral role, being reinfored by the heterogeneousgrowth dynamis and the geometry-dependent interplay between intra-ellular and extra-ellular proesses. This would prevent the solution for cm to reah very loally the veryhigh level required to exeed the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition threshold. A roughestimate from Eq. (2-4) in the outer shell where σ ≈ 1 − σ ≈ 1/2 yields the stationary andspatially uniform onentrations ci ≈ c̄i, cs ≈ c̄s = ksc̄i/(km + kd) and cm ≈ c̄m = kmc̄s/ki:
cm would either always or never exeed the threshold c∗m of the mesenhymatous-amoeboidtransition, depending on the values of the kineti rates in Eq. (1-5) . Either all ells ornone would display the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition and esape. That does notorrespond to the metastati esape where only a very few ells emerging spontaneouslymanage to esape.Moreover, as the basi mehanisms involve only few ells, statistial �utuations of thetotal number of ells are likely to play a key role. In partiular, the invasion by a new ellof an extraellular matrix site overred by PAI-1 is mainly a random event, whereas weonsider here that it is fully ontrolled by an homogeneous and deterministi spreading ofa smooth �eld σ(~r, t). Even the desription of moleular di�usion and transformations interms of deterministi onentrations is questionable and lead us to investigate the role ofthe �utuations of the total number of moleules, and the stohastiity of their motion andinterations.Hene partial di�erential equations model are ill-suited to take into aount the geometryof the tumor boundary, in the �rst plae the heterogeneous aumulation of the matrix-bound PAI-1. Although this model provides a onise and tratable desription to identifyelementary mehanisms involved in the metastati proess, its resolution does not yield arelevant piture of the resulting biologial proess. If an expliit desription of the oupiedregion were preferred to the homogenized desription by the �eld σ, uring the singularitiesintrodued by the sharp distintion between ells and extraellular medium would require11



a reourse to regularizing kernels. Moreover, onsisteny in the level of details requiresan expliit stohasti model for ell growth and division. These two re�nements wouldintrodue a large number of arbitrary parameters, to the detriment of the robustness of themodel, its signi�ane, and its disriminating power. For this reason, we rather turn to anumerial modeling using omplementary ellular-automata and agent-based simulations,both aounting for the full random history of tumor growth and tumor boundary loation,better suited to aount for the interplay between the evolving geometry of the tumorboundary and the aumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1 with its related stohasti aspets.3.3 Cellular-Automata and Agent-Based SimulationsIn order to irumvent the aforementioned inadequaies of the partial di�erential equationsmodel, we implemented two omplementary numerial approahes: ellular-automata andagent-based simulations.The ellular-automata simulation implements the same mehanisms as partial di�eren-tial equations, see Figure 3, but expliitly aounts for the ell disreteness and stohas-tiity of ell division. Its main goal is to provide a proof-of-priniple that stohastiityin ell division and tumor growth are su�ient to produe heterogeneous aumulation ofmatrix-bound PAI-1 at the tumor boundary. The agent-based simulation provides a phe-nomenologial desription aounting for stohastiity not only in ell division but also inthe di�usion and transformations of PAI-1 moleules; it also inludes vitronetine (a mole-ular speies) and omprises more ell states. This makes the agent-based model loser tothe biologial reality but ould obsure its interpretation; we rather use it as a omplementof the ellular-automata simulation in order to hek that its onlusions are not a�etedwhen supplementing the sheme of Figure 3 with auxiliary speies, reations and ellularproesses.Both simulations predit a heterogeneous aumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1, yieldingsupra-threshold onentration peaks, leading in turn to high internalization �uxes of PAI-1 innovel ells reahing these very spei� loations; in the ensuing step (not inluded in the sim-ulations) these few ells would experiene the amesenhymatous-amoeboid transition and beplausible andidates for the metastati esape. We shall �rst desribe the ellular-automatasimulation then disuss the additional insights provided by the agent-based simulation.3.3.1 Cellular AutomataThe ellular automata simulation aounts for stohastiity of ell division and spatial on-straints on tumor growth: the tumor boundary will now evolve in a random and history-dependent way. The simulation aims at investigating the possible heterogeneous featuresin the distribution of matrix-bound PAI-1, in partiular whether cm ould loally reah thetransition threshold c∗m. The simulation takes plae on a 2-dimensional grid, where thespatial extent of eah aner ell orresponds to a unit grid ell (to avoid onfusion betweennumerial ells of the simulation grid and biologial ells of the tumor, we use the term gridell for the former and simply ells for the former). The onentrations ci, cs, and cm arede�ned on the disrete spae-time {(~r, t) ∈ IN2× IN} and take any real positive value; σ(~r, t)is similarly de�ned on IN2 × IN but takes only values 0 or 1 aording to whether a ell isabsent or present in ~r at time t. The simulation is synhronous, the state of eah grid ell12



is updated at a step of the simulation. The growth of the tumor and the oupled variationof the di�erent forms of PAI-1 (internal, soluble, and matrix-bound) are implemented a-ording to the same kineti sheme as in Figure 3. Based on the qualitative analysis of thissheme, an additional simpli�ation was made, onsidering that all tumor ells release thesame amount of soluble PAI-1; with the notations of the previous subsetion, this amountsto onsider that ci attains its stationary value c̄i fast enough and ci = c̄i in all ells; a-ordingly, ks is replaed by an e�etive oe�ient ks,eff (with the relationship ks,eff = ksc̄ito the previous model). As we have no experimentally supported expression of the funtion
f(ci) (an intriate biohemial analysis would be neessary), the simpli�ation ci = c̄i =onstant strengthens the robustness of the simulation: the in�uene of f appears in thevalue of ks,eff . Keeping an equation for ci with an unreliable term f(ci) would be illusory.Omitting the argument (~r, t) in all right hand side quantities ci, cs, cm, ∆cs and σ, a basistep of simulation writes expliitly:

cm(~r, t + 1) = cm + km(1 − σ)cs − kiσcm (6)
cs(~r, t + 1) = D(1 − σ)∆cs + ks,effσ + cs (1 − km(1 − σ) − kdσ) (7)Denoting ~r = (x, y), the standard disretization of the Laplaian involved in desribing thedi�usion of soluble PAI-1 is:

∆cs(x, y, t) = (1/4) (cs(x + 1, y, t) + cs(x − 1, y, t) + cs(x, y + 1, t) + cs(x, y − 1, t))−cs(x, y, t)(8)This implementation orresponds to a spae-time disretization of the partial di�erentialequations exept what onerns the growth of the tumor, now desribed as a stohastiproess involving disrete ells: at eah time step, one ell is reated at the periphery of thetumor and its loation is hosen at random among the empty sites around the tumor. At thebeginning of the simulation, cm = 0 and cs = 0 for eah grid ell, and one ell is loated atthe enter of the grid. We onsider the internalization �ux Ji as the ontrol parameter of themesenhymatous-amoeboid transition, namely the transition ours in a given ell when its�ux Ji overwhelms a threshold J∗

i . This overshoot is ontrolled diretly by the onentrationof matrix-bound PAI-1 at the loation of the ell, established before a ell is reated at thisloation. In the ourse of the simulation, we reord the spatio-temporal variation of theinternalization �ux and the various onentrations. We expet a realisti metastati e�etif the mean-�eld internalization �ux J̄i ≈ kic̄m is below J∗

i . The meaning is that, onaverage, the bifuration threshold is not reahed, otherwise most ells would experienethe transition, at odds with experimental observations. In this ase, only a non trivialloalization ould allow a few ells to enounter high enough levels of matrix-bound PAI-1. The resulting internalization would be enough to display a mesenhymatous-amoeboidtransition. Figure 4 shows the onentration of matrix-bound PAI after a typial trajetoryof 500 simulated steps on a 40 × 40 ell grid. In agreement with our qualitative analysis,matrix-bound PAI-1 is mainly loated at the tumor outer boundary. Moreover, several peaksappear at the periphery of the tumor; their loations vary from one simulation to another,and their heights are highly variable form plae to plae, with a standard deviation of theorder of their mean value. In agreement with our senario, peaks are observed to orrelatewith �gulfs� on the tumor boundary. These gulfs favor the loalized aumulation on a singlesite of PAI-1 produed by several neighboring ells.13



Figure 4: Conentration of matrix-bound PAI-1 (vertial axis) after 500 steps of simulation,starting from a null onentration in the whole unit square (x ∈ [0, 1], y ∈ [0, 1]) and onetumor ell at the enter, with kd = 0, ki = 0.1 and (left) ks = 1, km = 1 or (right) ks = 0.5,
km = 0.25. The insets desribe the orresponding shape of the tumor. In a wide range ofvalues of km and ks, matrix-bound PAI-1 displays a heterogeneous distribution, loalized atthe tumor boundary whose peaks orrelate with the gulfs in the geometry of the boundary.14



Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis of the ellular-automata simulation results. (left) mean and(right) standard deviation of the spatial distribution of matrix-bound PAI-1, with respetto kineti rates km (horizontal axis) and ks (vertial axis). Inreasing ki would only inreasethe internalization rate and derease matrix-bound PAI-1 onentration wherever ells arepresent; altogether, this would loalize peaks of onentration in the outer boundary ofthe tumor, without hanging signi�antly their average height and standard deviation (seeFigure 6).The simulation shows that the interplay of transformation and degradation kinetis ofPAI-1, the moleular di�usion of soluble PAI-1 olletively sereted by the tumor boundaryells in the extraellular medium, and the randomly hanging geometry of the tumor anindue a loalized aumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1 at a few plaes strongly dependent onthe random growth history. Correlatively, it produes peaks in the �ux Ji of internalization1 by the ells of the matrix-bound PAI-1. The seretion of PAI-1 by the set of tumor ells is aolletive e�et. It allows the internalization �ux Ji of a few single ells to reah values whihwould never be reahed if the ells were funtioning in isolation. Spontaneously, some ellsmight bene�t from the PAI-1 seretion of the other ones. In partiular, Ji might now loallyreah large enough values Ji > J∗

i to trigger the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition of afew single ells and allow their amoeboid move away from the tumor. Due to the inherentstohastiity of tumor growth and boundary loation, self-onsistently oupled with PAI-1reations, this overshoot Ji > J∗

i is basially a random event, ourring at history-dependentmoments and loations.Altogether, this numerial implementation supports the laim that only tumor boundaryregions are involved in metastati esape. It highlights an emergent situation leading to thespontaneous heterogeneous aumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1 at the tumor boundary,15



whih in turn promotes the amoeboid-mesenhymatous transition and the metastati esapeof a few single ells, seleted in a random and history-dependent way. This mehanismaounts for both the possibility and the rarity of mesenhymatous-amoeboid transitionevents, and it relies on very few ingredients.3.3.2 Agent-Based SimulationA ellular-automata model, although introduing ell disreteness and some stohastiity inpartial di�erential equations, might a priori lak realism and su�er from over-simpli�ation.A strutural stability analysis helps delineate the validity of the model. Inferring possibleadditional ontributions quantitatively and investigate their importane are di�ult experi-mentally beause of the rarity of the phenomenon. We rather hallenge the hypotheses andsimpli�ations underpinning the ellular-automata simulation, for instane a minimal num-ber of speies, e�etive kinetis and drastially simpli�ed ellular proesses, by onsideringa biologially more detailed agent-based model.Three kinds of entities are now onsidered: tumor ells, PAI-1 moleules in their threedi�erent forms, and additional vitronetine moleules bound to the extraellular matrixand promoting soluble PAI-1 matrix binding upon enounter. Moreover, ells are modeledas autonomous entities evolving in a ontinuous spae and endowed with more realistibehaviors: by ontrast to the ellular-automata simulation, ell modeling is now dissoiatedfrom the topology of underlying spae. Cells an be in one of the following states:
• Ative: an ative ell may proliferate, internalize PAI-1, and release soluble PAI-1;ells are reated in this ative state.
• Quiesent: ells beome quiesent if they lak basi nutrients and proliferation ispaused; however, they ontinue to release and internalize PAI-1 moleules.
• Neroti: if environmental onditions are even harsher, ells beome neroti and die.PAI-1 moleules are modeled by aounting for disreteness and stohastiity of moleu-lar events and di�usion, thus no longer relying on the mean-�eld desription in terms ofsmooth deterministi onentration �elds onsidered in both partial di�erential equationsand ellular-automata. Moleules of vitronetine are desribed on average, in terms of a lo-al onentration of moleules in eah ell of a regular grid. Moleules of PAI-1 are modeledas autonomous agents produed and released by ells. These moleules an be in one ofthe aforementioned states: internal, soluble (either ative or inativated) or matrix-bound(when entering a ell-free region with a su�ient onentration of vitronetine so that itenounters a vitronetine moleule almost surely and binds to it); in the soluble state, theydi�use aording to a random walk into the extraellular medium. Moleules of vitronetinehave neither ative behavior nor di�usive motion (for this reason are not modeled individu-ally) but their onentration in a given grid ell is updated eah time a PAI-1 moleule getsbound to the matrix in this grid ell.Starting from a single ative mesenhymatous ell, an homogeneous distribution of vit-ronetine, and no moleules of matrix-bound PAI-1, the agent-based simulation evolvestoward a �nal state in whih the initial ell has generated a full-grown tumor, surroundedby an irregular aumulation of moleules of matrix-bound PAI-1. This observation in-silio16



Figure 6: Comparison of the (left) agent based and (right) ellular-automata simulationresults. Both simulations support the spontaneous heterogeneous aumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1 at the tumor boundary. In the agent-based simulation, tumor growth resultsfrom several physiologial reations whereas it follows from a random hoie of a dividing ellin the ellular-automata simulation. Here this hoie is onstrained by enforing the �nalshape in order to obtain a tumor geometry omparable to that obtained in the agent-basedsimulation. The di�erene with Figure 4, in whih the simulation follows a plain randomgrowth as desribed in � 3.3.1, shows that both tumor growth history and geometry matter.holds true for a wide range of kinetis and parameter settings, a fat whih testi�es forthe robustness of the modeling. It may also indiate a robustness of the phenomenon itselfwith respet to hange in the surrounding onditions or in any metaboli or signaling fatorin�uening the parameters. Our numerial results suggest that:
• the amount of matrix-bound PAI-1 in a given loation on the tumor border variesgreatly in time; this is beause of an alternation of phases during whih PAI-1 a-umulates by binding to a ell-free extraellular matrix (through forming a omplexwith vitronetine) and phases during whih, beause of tumor growth, one or moreells ome in ontat and internalize matrix-bound PAI-1; vitronetine moleules donot appear here as a limiting fator, that justi�es a posteriori their omission in thetwo models with partial di�erential equations and ellular automata;
• the amount of matrix-bound PAI-1 varies greatly from one point to another along thetumor border ; this is beause the tumor growth is not spatially homogeneous and doesnot our simultaneously all around the tumor;
• the amount of matrix-bound PAI-1 is inversely orrelated to the speed of the tumorgrowth; this is beause the slower the proliferation, the longer the phases during whihmatrix-bound PAI-1 an aumulate; this suggests that the environment of the tumor,by di�erentially in�uening tumor growth (for instane if the medium is more denseon one side of the tumor), may play a major role in the initiation of amoeboid esape.17



This agent-based simulation, aiming at a realisti aount of the di�erent fators in-volved, reovers several aknowledged results e.g. the appearane of a neroti ore whileproliferation ativity is highest lose to the tumor boundary; it also shows a spontaneousand heterogeneous aumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1 in the outer shell of the tumor.Interestingly, when the simulation is performed with simpler rules, within a mean-�eld ap-proximation in whih the growing tumor is assumed to keep a irular shape and the seretionof PAI-1 is homogeneous, no suh strong heterogeneities appear in the PAI-1 ring aroundthe tumor (low variane in the ring onentration, data not shown): this on�rms the resultof the ellular-automata simulation that �utuations in the shape of the tumor boundary asit grows, originating from the random ell divisions, play en essential role in the distributionof matrix-bound PAI-1 moleules.These results, obtained with a simulation model that stands lose to biologial reality,strengthen those obtained with ellular automata model; the latter, being more abstrat andminimal, better delineates the essential mehanism. Both simulations support the our-rene of a spontaneous heterogeneous aumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1 at the boundaryof a growing tumor, where it favors the rare event of In both simulations, the fat that thestandard deviation of the onentration of matrix-bound PAI-1 is of the same order of itsmean is a very robust feature, observed in a wide range of the parameter values.We have onsidered only a 2-dimensional lattie, mimiking a loally plane substrate.In vivo, amoeboid migration would rather our through a porous 3-dimensional extra-ellular medium, with various e�ets of geometrial onentration. One advantage of the2-dimensional simulation is to be diretly omparable to in vitro experiments. Experimentalsetting monitoring 3-dimensional geometry and funtionalized porous substrate are in theirdesign stage still.4 Insights from Bifuration Theory4.1 PAI-1-ontrolled Bifuration DiagramOur numerial simulations favor the explanation that both the metastati esape and itsrarity originate in the ontrol by the internalization �ux of matrix-bound PAI-1 of the swithbetween mesenhymatous and amoeboid states. We suggest now an integrated senarioaounting for the moleular, ellular, extraellular, and population features of metastatiesape and seondary tumor growth.A �rst option ould be to implement an extended agent-based simulation of the ontext-dependent transformations of all tumor ells, their migratory motions, their divisions, theirinterations with their surroundings and metaboli hanges as they move. Suh an extensivesimulation ould inlude a wealth of ingredients presumably at work in the real system; itsquality would be to use raw and elementary ingredients diretly. It however does larifyneither the appearane of seondary tumors nor the major mehanisms. The parametersare too many to perform any sensitivity or strutural stability analysis.That is why we fous on the fate of one of the privileged ells having enountered asupra-threshold onentration of matrix-bound PAI-1 and experiened the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition. The modi�ations of its miroenvironment due to neighboring ells(inluding itself) will be traked and taken into aount in an e�etive way, through its18



onsequenes on the onentration cm of matrix-bound PAI-1 at the ell loation or in astill more e�etive way through its onsequene on the PAI-1 internalization �ux Ji of theseleted ell. The experimental investigation of the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition,Figure 2, led us to formulate our basi laim that this ell hange is not due to aumulatedmutations but orresponds to a hange in the physiologial state of the ell, that is, toa bifuration in the intraellular dynamis. The metaboli network formed with all thespeies and pathways onneted somehow to PAI-1 or PAI-1-regulated reations experienesa qualitative hange of regime, with observable onsequenes on the ell state in the formof a bi-stable swith.The generi instane of �rst-order bi-stability (that is, assoiated with a disontinuoustransition between two stable states) is the S-shaped diagram (Ruelle, 1989) skethed onFigure 7. The horizontal axis represents the ontrol parameter, here the onentration cm ofmatrix-bound PAI-1 at the ell loation or the internalization �ux Ji related to cm throughEq.(5). The vertial axis represents a quantitative feature disriminating the mesenhyma-tous and amoeboid states and a�eted in the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition, notably:
• the ell morphology (observed shape, organization of the ytoskeleton, blebbing fea-tures appearing as Ji inreases);
• the nature of the adherene points with or without integrins; the ontribution of inte-grins dereases as Ji inreases, replaed by a PAI-dependent mehanism (Czekay andLoskuto�, 2004);
• the fore of adherene exerted by the ell, dereasing as Ji inreases;
• the ell proteolyti ativity (dereasing as Ji inreases)
• the ativation or inhibition of internal pathways related to PAI-1, typially the RhoApathway, involving ROCK ativation as Ji inreases (Sanz-Moreno et al. 2008; M-Carthy, 2009).The S-shaped urve represents the possible states of a tumor ell in this plane, with bi-stability in a horizontal range [J min

i , J∗

i ]. The lower branh orresponds to the mesenhy-matous state and the upper branh to the amoeboid state. We are dealing with dynamistates, whih are stable in the sense that they persist and orrespond to stationary fea-tures. The intermediary dotted branh is unstable. This bifuration diagram representsthe abrupt mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition for Ji = J∗

i ; the mesenhymatous stateno longer exists for Ji > J∗

i . It also predits the ourrene of a reverse transition,the amoeboid-mesenhymatous one, when Ji has dereased bak to a value J min
i smallerthan J∗

i . This S-shaped bifuration is termed a subritial bifuration to indiate that theamoeboid-state domain of existene and stability, in the ontrol parameter spae, overlapsthe mesenhymatous-state domain of existene and stability, and overs a region [J min
i , J∗

i ]below the bifuration threshold J∗

i . In biologial terms, suh a bifuration diagram relieson the property that the threshold for triggering mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition ishigher than the threshold required to simply maintain the amoeboid state one it is es-tablished. Reduing to a �plane� diagram (odimension one) is justi�ed by the well-knowngeneri irrelevane of stable omponents of the dynamis near the bifuration point: the19
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J JFigure 7: Generi bifuration diagram of a bi-stable swith, here the transition betweenthe mesenhymatous state (lower branh of the S-shaped urve) and the amoeboid state(upper branh) for a given ell as the internalization �ux Ji of matrix-bound PAI-1 varies(horizontal axis); this �ux is proportional to the onentration of matrix-bound PAI-1atthe ell loation and triggers several intraellular pathways altogether responsible for thetransition. The vertial axis represents any quantitative feature disriminating the twostates.observed qualitative hange is ontrolled by the parameter whih is at the stability thresh-old, here the onentration of matrix-bound PAI-1, while other parameters and fators areinessential. Of ourse these arguments do not ompletely rule out the possibility of a non-generi, higher-dimensional and more omplex bifuration diagram but we have today noexperimental lue indiating suh a situation nor any inonsisteny in our senario requiringto envision a more omplex diagram.This bifuration viewpoint integrates, within a dynami framework, the exlusive prolif-erative and migratory apaities of the metastati ells: the onentration of matrix-boundPAI-1 (whih diretly ontrols the internalization �ux Ji) is ritial in the hoie betweenmigration and proliferation, with a higher threshold for the transition from proliferation tomigration than for the transition from migration to proliferation. Suh a subritial nature,supported by �rst-order nature of the transition from mesenhymatous to amoeboid states,suggests a protool for observing the amoeboid-mesenhymatous transition at a dereasingonentration cm, whih is the quantity monitored in in vitro experiments (Malo et al.,2006).The preditions of our study motivated systemati and quantitative experimental explo-ration of this transition and its ontrol. The desription in terms of a bifuration diagramleads to predit its reversibility, that would provide a disriminating feature with explana-tion in terms of aumulated mutations as mutation-driven transitions are irreversible. Asshown on Figure 8, the results of these experiments atually prove the existene of thereverse transition from amoeboid to mesenhymatous state (Cartier-Mihaud et al., 2009).They provide an internal hek of onsisteny of our senario in supporting the bifurationdiagram on whih it relies. In partiular, they evidene both the reverse transition threshold20



Figure 8: (left) Time-lapse photography of ells seeded on PAI-1 or ollagen substrate;blebbing ells beoming elongated show the reversibility of the mesenhymatous-amoeboidtransition. (right) The proportion of blebbing and spindle-shape MDA-MB-231 breast anerells seeded on a weakly PAI-1-enrihed miroenvironment (20 µg/m2, below the thresholdof the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition) is shown at suessive time points (3, 6, 19, 24hours). The proportion of blebbing ells (horizontal axis) dereases in favour of spindle-shapemorphology indiating that a reverse amoeboid-mesenhymatous transition takes plae.
cmin
m > 0 and the fat that is is lower than the threshold for the diret transition cmin

m < c∗.The ell state is fully resilient and it reovers the mesenhymatous state at low matrix-boundPAI-1 onentration c < cmin
m .4.2 Metastati CyleA yle is usually assoiated with the subritial bifuration diagram skethed on Figure 7,and we shall now disuss its biologial interpretation and onditions for its observation.We suggest a omplete senario of the reurrent hiving-�xation-growth yle generatingseondary tumors.History- and geometry-dependent heterogeneities in the onentration cm of matrix-bound PAI-1 ould build up at the boundary of a proliferating tumor. A mesenhymatousell reahing one of these privileged loations would follow the lower branh up to the ritialvalue c∗m at whih it swithes to the upper branh into the amoeboid state. One the ellhas swithed to the amoeboid state, it starts to migrate away from the tumor. Beforeentering a proliferative state, a migrating ell into the amoeboid state has �rst to stop andsettle, and its metaboli and transriptional states shift to a regime promoting growth anddivision. We saw that suh a transition bak to the mesenhymatous state ould be promotedby the surrounding. The di�usion-limited onentration of soluble PAI-1 dereases as thedistane from the tumor ells produing PAI-1 inreases, and so does the onentration ofits matrix-bound form. The esaping ell soon reahes regions where the onentration ofmatrix-bound PAI-1 is low. This lowers its internalization �ux Ji. Moreover, due to a21
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impossible yet, due to the too low probability of the esape and the too low fration of ellsinvolved in this yle, yielding too low a signal-to-noise ratio. An additional di�ulty is thelimited duration in whih the few emerging ells remain in the amoeboid state, althoughthis transient stage with its assoiated migration appears to be a determinant event in themetastati proess.4.3 Quasi-Stationary or Transient Cell StatesWe desribed the ell trajetory as a suession of well-de�ned states ontrolled by theloal onentration cm of matrix-bound PAI-1 or equivalently by the instantaneous value
Ji of the ell internalization �ux of PAI-1. This paradoxial desription (a suession ofstationary states), alled �quasi-stationary approximation� (also �adiabati approximation�in physis), is justi�ed by the di�erene between the time sale of the modi�ation of themiroenvironment (and the ensuing modi�ation of cm and Ji) and the faster time saleof the ell response: the ell is almost always observed in a stationary state, following thestable branhes of the bifuration diagram as cm or Ji slowly vary.When this quasi-stationary approximation fails to be valid, for instane in the presene ofmemory or slow relaxation, the bifuration diagram nevertheless provides bounds and qual-itative guidelines about the trajetory of the ell state. Consider for instane an amoeboidell reahing a region poor in PAI-1, with cm < c∗m. If a non negligible duration (ompared toother relevant harateristi times) is required before the PAI-1 signal omes down, the ellrelaxes to the mesenhymatous state with a delay: it �rst remains in a transient regime andits trajetory, represented by the dashed line on Figure 9, then deviates from the branhesof stationary states forming the S-shaped urve. This trajetory presumably depends on thespei� ell history, but lies above the upper branh. Whether the ell behavior is an adia-bati response following a stable branh of the bifuration diagram or an out-of-equilibriumresponse depends on the relative values of the harateristi time of variation of the value
cm at the ell loation (whih orresponds to the harateristi time of migration toward theregion poor in matrix-bound PAI-1 and depends on both the gradient of matrix-bound PAI-1and the migration veloity) and the harateristi time of relaxation of the PAI-1-signalingativity triggered by the passage of the ell into a region rih in matrix-bound PAI-1.It ould be argued that a relaxation lag after the ell displays an amoeboid morphologyand that cm gone bak under c∗m is su�ient, by itself, to reprodue the metastati yle,without the existene of a stable amoeboid branh extending down to cm = cmin

m . Duringthis lag, the ell ould move far away from the tumor, before it reovers proliferative abilitiesand gives rise to metastasis. Beause a stable amoeboid state was observed experimentally,the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition annot orrespond to a mere transient exursionaway from the stable mesenhymatous branh and the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transitionwould orrespond in the bifuration diagram to a jump to a degenerate amoeboid branhredued to a point. Suh a situation is non generi and it an be observed only for highlypeuliar kinetis. The experimental observations of a disontinuous and reversible transitionbetween two stable stationary states of the ell support the S-shaped of the bifurationdiagram of Figures 7 and 9.No spei� geneti mutation is neessary to our explanation of the metastati yle,where the passage from the mesenhymatous to the amoeboid state is a a bifuration ratherthan an event triggered by a mutation. The reverse transition for the same ell when23



external onditions have hanged enough is an event that would be hard to observe if thetransition were determined genetially. Its existene seems to be on�rmed by our �rstexperiments. Our senario does not on�it with the aumulation of mutations assoiatedwith the metastati proess. We suggest that mutations observed in metastati ells areneither spei� to these ells nor su�ient to explain the move away from the tumor. Inour senario, tumor ells are genetially idential but made funtionally di�erent by theirdi�erent miroenvironments. The mutations arising as aner develops and tumor agesare shared by a large fration of tumor boundary ells. They are likely to in�uene thebifuration diagram. Only a few andidates seleted among the population of mutant ells bya dynami and multilevel proess move away. Our model leads to suggest a new experimentto test our predition that ells in a nasent seondary tumor and ells at the outer boundaryof the primary tumor have the same genome and mutation load. We here see how modelingallows to arry a qualitative senario into experimental testable predition.4.4 Onogenesis and Metastati CatastropheLooking for the hanges of metastati features during aner progression leads us to situatenormal ells or early aner ells (having just experiened the epithelial-mesenhymatoustransition) in the above biifuration viewpoint. The bifuration diagram of Figure 7 anbe put in a 3-dimensional spae where the third axis Z represents the ell type. It repre-sents the topologial hanges altering the S-shaped bifuration diagram as the ell type ismodi�ed during onogenesis, mainly by aumulating mutations: a relevant hoie for Z isthe total number of mutations. Thom (1975) established the possible generi hanges ina bifuration diagram seen as various singularities of the orresponding hypersurfae (herea 2-dimensional surfae, with S-shaped setion, in a 3-dimensional spae {(X,Y,Z)}). Hetermed "atastrophes" these generi singularities. In the present ase, two situations an beenountered:1) the bifuration diagram, on Figure 7, is qualitatively the same for normal ells, earlyaner ells, and advaned tumor ells. This means that both thresholds J∗

i and J min
i bothexist, keeping �nite and distint values when the anerous stage of the ell hanges;2) no suh bi-stability exists for normal ells, where a single stable state would hangeontinuously as Ji inreases. Generiity ensures that the bi-stability observed for anerells arises through a fold atastrophe (Thom, 1975), as represented on Figure 10.The failure to observe the mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition for normal ells preventsone from disriminating the two ases. Perhaps the �rst ase holds and the threshold forthe mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition annot be reahed in normal or early aner ells,either beause the value J∗

i is larger than in aner ells, or beause the onentration cmof matrix-bound PAI-1 annot reah high enough values around normal ells, or beausetheir rate of internalization ki (suh that Ji = kicm) is too low. The rate ki depends onthe total number and the ativity of uPA reeptors, whih are known to be far higher inaner ells, all the more that aner is advaned. During onogenesis, ki inreases andPAI-1 is released by the ells, expetedly surrounded with higher cm values. This is enoughto explain how aner ells an have higher internalization �ux. The seond ase is desribedby a 3-dimensional extension of the bifuration diagram into a fold atastrophe. The thirddimension is assoiated with long-term evolution and aumulation of mutations, leading tometastati potentialities in agreement with the aner multistage theory presented in the24
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(mutation load)
cell typeFigure 10: Unfolding of the bifuration diagram of Figure 7 in a 3-dimensional spae. The

X-axis is the ontrol parameter, namely the internalization �ux Ji of matrix-bound PAI-1,ontrolled itself by the onentration cm of matrix-bound PAI-1at the ell loation. The
Y -axis represents any measurable feature of the ell state disriminating mesenhymatousfrom amoeboid states. The Z-axis represents the ell anerous stage, diretly related to itsmutation load. Bi-stability arising as the surfae folds onto itself (fold atastrophe) oursonly for the ells having enough marked anerous features.
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paper by Gerstung and Beerenwinkel in this issue. A main result of atastrophe theory isthe existene of only a few arhetypal ways of �xed-point destabilization as the evolutionlaw varies, here the `fold' type represented on Figure 10. Right after the atastrophe, J∗

iand J min
i are lose to eah other; they oinide at the atastrophe point. The di�erenebetween the two stable states in the bi-stable region is weak: a mesenhymatous-amoeboidtransition an our but the ell would show only a transient blebbing morphology, with noonsequenes on its fate. In partiular, the ell remains in the amoeboid state too brie�y tohave a metastati esape. Preliminary qualitative experiments (Cartier-Mihaud et al., 2009)bring some evidene to suh behavior. Further experiments are neessary to disriminatethe two ases for the bifuration landsape.One the proper bifuration diagram is established, another matter is to desribe thejoint dynamis of the ell physiologial state (variable Y ), ontrol parameter (variable X),and ell geneti state (variable Z), in order to obtain a senario at the ell populationlevel with possible olletively-driven and out-of-equilibrium behavior at the ell level. Forinstane, in any bi-stable situation, the time variation of Ji would determine the observedbehavior entirely, depending on whether Ji reahes J∗

i or not. If it reahes J∗

i , does it reah
J min

i bak or not, leading either to a restrited bak-and-forth motion on a single stablebranh or to a full yle? Time sale and the range of variation of Ji determine whether themotion follows adiabatially the stable branhes or behaves out of equilibrium. In any ase,a therapeuti target an be to modify the bifuration diagram so as to weaken its metastatipossibilities and the e�ieny of the metastati yle.5 ConlusionOur senario of metastati proess underlines a novel idea: although the aumulation ofmutations plays an essential role in the metastati proess, the atual determination of theell experiening a metastati esape is the onsequene of a omplex sequene of stohastiand multisale events involving a whole population of �potentially metastati� ells all dis-playing the same mutation load. Four models (multi-agent simulation, ellular automata,bifuration theory, atastrophe theory � partial di�erential equations are useless) are jointlyrequired to apture the interplay between di�erent levels, as well as the role of stohasti-ity and system history, and turn biologial hypotheses into numerially and experimentallytestable preditions. Beause detailed fators and values of kineti rates are not availableexperimentally, we hose to remain at a semi-quantitative level, whih is su�ient to obtainrobust proof-of-priniples.We �rst showed numerially that olletively indued heterogeneities in the onentrationof matrix-bound PAI-1 an develop and indue the transition of a few ells to the migratory-prone amoeboid state. Our senario is based on an experimentally supported alternationof mesenhymatous and amoeboid states, orresponding respetively to the proliferationand migration for a few ells. They are seleted among other ells of the population by arare, stohasti, and history-dependent onjuntion of moleular events. This senario isa ellular version of hiving: amoeboid migration involves a very small number of ells andis a very transient stage during whih ells exhange their proliferative apaities againstmigratory abilities. We suggest that all ells of the outer shell of the tumor ontribute26



to this proess beause their mutualized prodution of PAI-1 is neessary to trigger thetransition to the amoeboid state of a few ells. All ells of the outer shell of the tumor havethe same metastati potentiality on geneti grounds, but only those enoutering a loalizedaumulation of matrix-bound PAI-1 will be in position to express this potentiality. A singlespeies, PAI-1 would oordinate events at di�erent sales, from moleular determinants upto the onsequenes for the tissue. The metastati yle would involve both intra-ellularand extraellular proesses, as well as a olletive modi�ation of the miroenvironment, inagreement with reent observations (Albini et al., 2008; Bidard et al., 2008). Modeling thusrequires to onsider jointly the di�erent levels, to fous on their interplay, and to expliitlydesribe the irular loop between the individual ells and the population so as to aount forboth the observed rarity and robustness of the metastati proess. Amoeboid migration istoo rare and transient to be easily observed in vivo or in vitro but it is likely to have dramationsequenes on metastati spreading. The bene�t of modeling, in suh a situation wherethe biologially determinant event annot be deteted due to its too low relative weight andfrequeny, deserves to be underlined.The aknowledged reation-di�usion modeling with partial di�erential equations, ur-rently used in growth and ell population studies, here appears to be irrelevant, leadingus to develop numerial simulations and a minimal model in the framework of bifurationtheory. The present study underlines the distintion between a senario and its mathemati-al or numerial implementation: our di�erent modeling approahes are based on the samemehanisms and ouplings, but di�er in the framework used for their implementation. Inour senario, ells modify their miroenvironment, whih in turn in�uenes the state of someells through the ativation of spei� signaling pathways. Suh multisale ouplings, bothbottom-up and top-down, are the hallmark of omplex systems. Our modeling approah pro-poses guidelines to handle suh systems. It has to involve several di�erent frameworks (herepartial di�erential equations, ellular automata and agent-based simulations, bifurationtheory) so as to validate the determination of essential variables, parameters and meha-nisms retained in the explanation. Moreover, omplementary models have to be developedat several levels (here, bifuration theory at the ell level, simulation at the population level).Eah one implements spei�ally a given set of working hypothesis to be tested in view of themodel outome and preditions. They are mathed, bottom up, using e�etive variables andparameters and, top down, using e�etive inputs and boundary onditions (Lesne, 2008b).Beause the metastati proess originates from a oordinated alternation of proliferationand migration, it artiulates single ells and the ell population. It is di�ult to observethis proess not only in vivo, but also in vitro. Only partial knowledge an be gained, eahpiee oming from a dediated experiment. Modeling is here essential to bridge di�erentexperimental investigations. Our senario aounts for available biologial fats and suggesta protool for investigating the mesenhymatous-amoeboid and amoeboid-mesenhymatoustransitions with normal ells and aner ells taken at di�erent stages after the epithelial-mesenhymatous transition. The purpose is to reonstrut the multivariate bifuration di-agram and disriminate the two possible transformations of the bifuration diagram alongthe progression of the aner.In our senario, reduing matrix binding of PAI-1 would modify the migratory abilities ofthe amoeboid state or some other fator so as to derease ki or inrease the threshold J∗

i ofthe mesenhymatous-amoeboid transition; reduing PAI-1 synthesis is not an option beauseit might have undesired side e�ets due to other intraellular roles of this moleule. It also27
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